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1. Aims 
This policy aims to: 

● Provide a consistent approach, embedding positive behaviour support practices across the 
school   

● Define what we consider to be unacceptable behaviour, including bullying 

● Outline how the school community is expected to behave 

● Summarise the roles and responsibilities of different people in the school community in regard 
to behaviour support 

● Outline our system of implementing reinforcement and sanctions  
Canbury school aims to encourage students to adopt the highest standards of behaviour, principles 
and morals.  We aim to promote trust and mutual respect for everyone.  We believe that good relations, 
good manners and a secure learning environment play a crucial part in the development of 
intellectually curious students, who are motivated to become lifelong learners.  

Canbury school is an inclusive community.  We welcome students from a wide variety of ethnic and 
social backgrounds and faiths.  We treat everyone as an individual and aim to develop the whole 
person equipped to take his/her place in the modern world. 

 

2. Legislation and statutory requirements  
This policy is based on advice from the Department for Education (DfE) on: 

● Behaviour and discipline in schools 
● Searching, screening and confiscation at school 
● The Equality Act 2010 
● Use of reasonable force in schools 
● Supporting pupils with medical conditions at school  
● special educational needs and disability (SEND) code of practice. 

We have also taken into consideration the following guidance, research and publications: 

Challenging behaviour and learning disabilities: prevention and interventions for people with 
learning disabilities whose behaviour challenges - NICE guideline 

Challenging Behaviour Foundation 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/equality-act-2010-advice-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/use-of-reasonable-force-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/supporting-pupils-at-school-with-medical-conditions--3
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/send-code-of-practice-0-to-25
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng11
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng11
https://www.challengingbehaviour.org.uk/information-and-guidance/positive-behaviour-support/
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PBS Framework - NHS 

Cooper, J.O., Heron, T.E., & Heyward, W.L. (2007), Applied behaviour analysis (2nd ed.), Hilldale, NJ: 
Lawrence Erlbaum. 

Minahan J. (2014), Behaviour Code Companion: Strategies, Tools, and Interventions  for Supporting Students with 
Anxiety Related or Oppositional Behaviours. Harvard Education Press 

In addition, this policy is based on Schedule 1 of the Education (Independent School Standards) 
Regulations 2014; paragraph 7 outlines a school’s duty to safeguard and promote the welfare of 
children, paragraph 9 requires the school to have a written behaviour policy and paragraph 10 
requires the school to have an anti-bullying strategy. 

 

3. Definitions 
 
Behaviour is everything we do: our language, actions, feelings, thoughts. All behaviours, be it positive 
or negative, are learnt and maintained through the interaction with the social and physical 
environment.  
 
Challenging behaviour could be defined as: 

● Disruption in lessons, in corridors between lessons, and at break and lunchtimes 

● Non-completion of classwork or homework 

● Repeat incorrect uniform 

● Constant lateness 

● Repetitive off task behaviour and verbal aggression 

● Inappropriate language  

This list is not exhaustive, and these behaviours can be of low and high intensity.  

 

Serious challenging behaviour is defined as: 

● Repeated breaches of the school rules 

● Any form of bullying  

● Sexual assault, which is any unwanted sexual behaviour that causes humiliation, pain, fear or 
intimidation 

● Vandalism 

● Theft 

● Fighting 

● Smoking 

● Racist, sexist, homophobic or discriminatory behaviour 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/6cs/wp-content/uploads/sites/25/2015/05/pbs-comp-framework.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/3283/schedule/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/3283/schedule/made
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● Possession of any prohibited items. These are: 
o Knives or weapons 
o Alcohol 
o Illegal drugs 
o Stolen items 
o Tobacco and cigarette papers, including vaping equipment  
o Fireworks 
o Pornographic images 
o Any article a staff member reasonably suspects has been, or is likely to be, used to 

commit an offence, or to cause personal injury to, or damage to the property of, any 
person (including the pupil) 

 

Functions of behaviour are the reasons why the behaviour, adaptive or maladaptive, occurs. All 
behaviours occur because the individual gets something out of it. There are four functions of 
behaviours: sensory, escape, attention and tangible.  

Sensory: an individual does something because it feels good, maintained by the automatic 
reinforcement e.g. it feels good);  

Escape: an individual does something to end or avoid the unpleasant situation/task;  

Attention: an individual does something to gain somebody’s attention (positive or negative attention);  

Tangible: an individual does something to gain access to an item or activity they enjoy/like. 

Functional assessment is defined as a systematic method for obtaining information about the 
function challenging behaviour serves for a person. It allows us to develop a clear understanding of 
the relationship of events and circumstances that trigger and maintain the behaviour, to make 
evidence-based hypotheses for why behaviour occurs and guides us to create a more effective and 
positive intervention (via implementation of PBS plan). The methods for assessment might involve: 
direct observations, interviews, checklists/collection of ABC data, review of historical documents, or 
experimental functional analysis. The complexity and duration of the assessment process should be 
proportionate to the behaviour.    

Reinforcement is a process that occurs when a behaviour is followed by a stimulus change 
(something happens) that increases the future frequency of the behaviour in a similar situation. If the 
behaviour (adaptive or maladaptive) is increasing - it is being reinforced.   

Punishment is a process that occurs when a behaviour is followed by stimulus change (something 
happens) that decreases the future frequency of the behaviour in a similar situation.  It involves 
‘weakening’ of the behaviour. Examples of actions which might act as punishment: reprimands, 
response cost (loss of specific amount of something/reinforcement), time-out, detentions.   
 
Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) is defined as an approach that is used to support behaviour 
change in a student.  The PBS approach looks to understand the reasons behind behaviours that 
challenge, commonly called the function.   
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Proactive strategies are defined as actions which adults take to prevent the challenging behaviours 
from occurring. Proactive strategies are antecedent based modifications, meaning they should happen 
before the behaviour occurs, and should involve altering conditions or circumstances so that the 
probability of a behaviour occurring is also altered. They include recognising the triggers for the 
behaviour that might challenge, and setting the students up for success by implementing preventive 
accommodations to teaching and interaction with the student (e.g. by modifying the 
task/language/instructions) and teaching (via implementation of reinforcement)  student's 
underdeveloped coping, communication or academic skills.  

Reactive strategies are defined as responses/ actions which adults take after the challenging 
behaviour has occurred. Reactive strategies have the aim of developing replacement skills and de-
escalating challenging behaviour. Those could involve prompting a student to engage in coping 
strategy, removing the escape and positive practice (i.e. completing avoided work in breaktime/1:1 
session), removing the attention given (not reacting /giving attention to behaviours which have been 
established as attention seeking).    

 

4. Bullying 
Bullying is defined as the repetitive, intentional harming of one person or group by another person 
or group, where the relationship involves an imbalance of power. 

Bullying is, therefore: 

● Deliberately hurtful 

● Repeated, often over a period of time 

● Difficult to defend against 
 

Bullying can include: 

Emotional - Being unfriendly, excluding, tormenting 

Physical - Hitting, kicking, pushing, taking another’s belongings, any use of violence 

Racial - Racial taunts, graffiti, gestures 

Sexual - Explicit sexual remarks, display of sexual material, sexual gestures, unwanted physical 
attention, comments about sexual reputation or performance, or inappropriate touching 

Direct or indirect verbal - Name-calling, sarcasm, spreading rumours, teasing 

Cyber-bullying - Bullying that takes place online, such as through social networking sites, messaging 
apps or gaming sites. 

Harassment and bullying will not be tolerated. Also, we take the view that the reasons and causes of 
bullying are multiple and most children will either bully or be by-bystanders to bullying at some point 
in their childhoods; our role is to guide them away from these behaviours.  

Full details of our school’s approach to preventing and addressing bullying are set out in our 
Anti-bullying policy.  
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5. Roles and Responsibilities 
5.1 The governing board 
The governing board is responsible for monitoring this behaviour policy’s effectiveness and holding 
the headteacher to account for its implementation. 
 
5.2 The headteacher 
The headteacher is responsible for reviewing and approving this behaviour policy. 
The headteacher will ensure that the school environment encourages positive behaviour and that staff 
deal effectively with poor behaviour, and will monitor how staff implement this policy to ensure 
rewards and sanctions are applied consistently. 
 
5.3 Staff  
Staff are responsible for: 

● Implementing the behaviour policy consistently 
● Modelling positive behaviour 
● Using proactive strategies to support positive behaviour of students 
● Knowing the Positive Behaviour Support Plans of particular students  
● Providing a personalised approach to the specific behavioural needs of particular students 
● Recording behaviour incidents on RM Integris, ABC data sheets and other requested methods 

(see appendix 3 for an example/template ABC log) 
The senior leadership team will support staff in responding to behaviour incidents.  
 
5.4 Parents 

Parents are expected to: 

● Support their child in adhering to the student code of conduct 
● Inform the school of any changes in circumstances that may affect their child’s behaviour 
● Discuss any behavioural concerns with their child’s form teacher promptly 
● Telephone the school on the first day of an unexplained absence. Please note that it is the 

policy of this school usually, not to allow holidays to be taken during term.  
 

6. Code of Conduct 
We expect everyone to treat each other with consideration, good manners, and to respond positively 
to the opportunities and demands of school life. Canbury school expects its students to adhere to a 
code of conduct - “The Canbury Code”, (see Appendix 1) rather than to a list of rules. Staff are 
expected to adhere to the Staff Code of Conduct specifically and all the school's policies and 
procedures.  

Everyone has a right to feel secure and to be treated with respect, particularly the vulnerable.  
Harassment and bullying will not be tolerated.  The school is strongly committed to promoting equal 
opportunities for all, regardless of race, religion, gender, sexual orientation or physical disability. We 
expect students to behave at all times in a manner that reflects the best interests of the whole 
community. 
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7. Consequences 
Consequences are all things that people do after the behaviour has occurred that either increase or 
decrease the behaviour.  

 

7.1 Whole school systems to increase the positive behaviours 

At Canbury school, we encourage the establishment of good teacher/student relationships and 
support for the school’s values through a focus on developing and increasing positive learning 
behaviours (which might include effort, task initiation, asking for help etc.), through reinforcement.  
These actions will help to promote a calm and engaged learning environment.   
 
Our system of reinforcement includes: 
 
• Specific verbal praise  

 
• Postcards, letters or phone calls home 
To recognise achievement within departments and around the school, students may receive stamps, 
stickers, postcards home or a call/email home. 
 
 
• Token economy 
Students earn tokens/house points throughout the day. Then, tokens/house point can be exchanged 
for bigger rewards. We have a whole school house point system, as discussed below, but can also 
implement a student specific token economy system for those identified as requiring it. This is carefully 
implemented and managed, as such the SLT team and the Behaviour Analysis will oversee the use of 
these.  

 
o House points 
All students are placed into one of three houses within the school (Johnson, Noble and 
Campbell) and can earn points for both themselves and their house. House points can be 
awarded for (but not limited to) displaying positive attitude to learning, progress and 
achievement and helpfulness around school. Students are issued with House points from staff 
via RMIntergris and should be noted down in their Proud of Canbury Cards. 
At the end of each term the house points are totalled up and the house with the most points 
receives a ‘house party’ 
 
o Certificates, Badges and Raffle Tickets 
House points  count towards student’s own personal awards. Students collect their house 
points and once set amounts have been gained they inform their House Captain who arranges 
for a certificate, badge and raffle ticket in the next assembly to be presented to the student. At 
the end of each term one raffle ticket is drawn and the winner will receive a £50 Amazon gift 
voucher.  

 
• Special responsibilities/privileges 
This may include positions of responsibility, such as departmental assistants, monitors and buddies.  
 
• Prize Giving Assembly 
This is held on the last day of term in the summer term, during which the following is 
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recognised/presented: 

• Departmental effort and academic awards 

• Sporting awards 

• House cups 

• School cups 

• Head teacher awards 

• Charity awards 

When trying to apply any of these reinforcements with students, staff must take into consideration 
individual students' motivations and how they respond to these. For example, if a student hears verbal 
praise but seems indifferent, then this might not be the most effective way to increase positive 
behaviour for them.  
 

7.2  Whole school systems to react to highly challenging behaviours  

In situations where challenging behaviour displayed by students is dangerous (to themselves or others) 
or of a very high intensity, a consequence that might serve as a punishment (to decrease the challenging 
behaviour in the moment) might need to be applied. This is to keep the student and those around 
them safe. 

• Use of supportive strategies as noted on the SENDP document 
• Quick and constructive talk with student about their behaviour 
• Expecting incomplete work to be completed at home, or at break/lunchtime/homework club  
• Time out from class in Wellbeing Zone or Wellbeing Hub 
• Detention at break, lunchtime or after school (see Appendix 3 for further guidance) 
• Referring the student to their form tutor or a member of SLT 
• Email or phone calls home to parents 
• Agreeing a positive behaviour support (PBS) plan 
• Putting a student ‘on report’ to either their form tutor or SLT 
All forms of physical punishment are unacceptable, and corporal punishment is prohibited at 
all times. 

We may isolate a student with a member of SLT in response to serious or persistent breaches of this 
policy. Students may be sent to the office of a member of SLT during lessons if they are persistently 
disruptive, and they will be expected to complete the same work as they would in class. In the case of 
persistent behaviour issues, ABC data will be collected to try to understand the function of their 
behaviour and a positive behaviour support plan would be drawn up for the student.  

It should be noted that all actions undertaken by staff which are meant to act as 
sanction/punishment do not build positive behaviours, only temporarily stop the challenging 
behaviour a student is exhibiting. Therefore, it is paramount that along with any punitive 
action/sanction, members of staff will help a student build positive behaviours (this might be via 
application of reinforcement and implementing of student PBS plans).  

Application of both systems must match the function of the behaviour shown by the student 
(escape, attention, tangible and sensory) rather than reactive. For example: if a student's loud 
behaviour is to escape the given work, sending them out or having a long conversation would be the 
wrong action in this case. This would re-enforcing the behaviour seen, and as such lead to repeats of 
this behaviour or even an increase in the behaviour. Rather an adaption of the work presented to the 
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student should be considered, such as a bullet point list, differentiated work, visual resources etc. In 
this case, if the adaptive work doesn't work, then may be necessary to review the child’s plan or follow 
the school’s referral process. 

 
7.3 Physical Violence 
Any report of physical violence will be investigated by the Pastoral Deputy Head, who must 
involve/inform the Form Tutor and Headmistress immediately.  After a full investigation, the 
Headteacher will determine the action to be taken.  In the absence of the Headmistress at the time of 
the incident or reporting of the incident, it is likely that all involved parties may be removed from 
school until the matter may be resolved.  Parents are likely to be involved in the process and should 
any suspension result, parents will be brought in to discuss the issue and agree a procedure. 
 
7.4 Off-site behaviour 
School disciplinary actions may be applied where a student has shown challenging behaviours off-site 
when representing the school, such as on a school trip or on the bus on the way to or from school. 
 
7.5 Malicious allegations 
Where a student makes an accusation against a member of staff and that accusation is shown to have 
been malicious, the Headteacher discipline necessarily the student in accordance with this policy.  
Please refer to our safeguarding policy for more information on responding to allegations of abuse. 
The headteacher will also consider the pastoral needs of staff accused of misconduct. 
 

8. Behaviour Support 
8.1 Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) 
Teaching and support staff are responsible for setting the tone and context for positive behaviour 
within the classroom. At Canbury, the belief is that all students' behaviour is communication and a 
sign of underdeveloped skills and/or an unmet need and that positive behaviour support (PBS) is 
the appropriate, ethical and more effective way to manage challenging behaviours, rather than using 
punishment. It allows students to learn and adapt their behaviours to meet expectations in the 
classroom, while simultaneously teaching them how to make better choices in their path to 
adulthood. 
 
The PBS approach looks to understand the reasons behind behaviours that challenge, commonly 
called ‘the function’. PBS interventions put in place appropriate support and teach new skills. The 
aim is to increase a young person’s quality of life through increasing access to opportunities or 
development of new skills, and by doing so reduce the need for behaviours that challenge. 
 
Staff will: 

● Know and implement the behaviour support plans for individual students 
● Create and maintain a stimulating environment that encourages students to be engaged 
● Display the student code of conduct, and if applicable their own classroom rules 
● Develop a positive relationship with students, and implement certain teaching practices, 

which may include: 

o Greeting students in the morning/at the start of lessons 
o Establishing clear routines, such as seating plans  
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o Communicating expectations of behaviour in ways other than verbally, such as 
proximity, gestures and eye contact 

o Using the least intrusive prompt first (e.g. pointing to the task instead of using 
words).  

o Highlighting and promoting good behaviour by modelling 
o Concluding the day positively and starting the next day afresh 
o Giving declarative1 reminders of what is expected, the code of conduct, routines and 

structures  

o Providing choice, but not an excessive amount (maybe 2 or 3 options) 

o Praising and rewarding all positive behaviour, this is any behaviour including language 
to communicate needs or all positive learning behaviours that you would like to see 
more often. Remember to praise effort, not the outcome. 

o Having a plan, that is shared with students, for dealing with low-level disruption 
o Using positive reinforcement 
o Teach and give opportunity to use communication that the student prefers 

o Keeping language simple and instruction short 

o Using positive language (avoid ‘no’ and ‘don’t’),  Re-phrase negative feedback 

o Being consistent      

o Respond to social errors respectfully so that you reduce the probability of escalating 
behaviour.  

 
8.2 Low intensity challenging behaviour 
Work not done or late, late to lessons, disruptive or silly behaviour in lessons should be dealt with by 
the subject teacher.   
Minor incidents - such as inconsiderate behaviour towards other students or staff, should be dealt 
with at the time by all members of staff.   
For persistent minor offences - staff should enter details and action taken onto the student’s record 
on RMIntergris. Issues are logged under the ‘Behaviour’ tab and then either ‘Management’ for more 
detailed logs or ‘quick entry’ for shorter incidents. 

 

8.3 High intensity challenging behaviour 

Serious use of bad language, inappropriate behaviour towards other students should be referred to 
the Deputy Head Pastoral immediately via email and the Headmistress cc’ed in if necessary.  

                                                           
1  Declarative language is defined as: Commenting, or making statements, out loud about what we think, notice, remember, feel, 
wonder about, observe, etc.  
For example, if it is time for a transition, instead of telling a student “go to the table for lunch” or “put on your coat,” direct his or her 
attention toward the changes in the environment: “I notice that all the other students are at the table” or “I notice that all the students 
are putting on their coats. 
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In the case of dangerous or very high intensity challenging behaviour that is having a serious impact 
on a lesson or others, a member of SLT should be found, and the student will be collected and 
taken out of the situation to their office.  

 
8.4 Referral Process  
All adults in Canbury School should follow the referral system shown below:  
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RMIntergris and MyConcern form part of a system to monitor student behaviour/performance. They 
must be monitored regularly by form tutors and/or Deputy Head Pastoral.  Students who continue 
to collect incidents via these methods will have other support structures put in place after discussions 
with staff, parents and the student, data collection and analysis. Once plans have been drawn up these 
will be shared with the relevant members of staff, student in question and parents.  
 

9. Physical Restraint 
This would be used only very rarely and in special circumstances.  
 
Reasonable force may be used for self-defence where there is a risk of injury or where a student is 
behaving in a way that is compromising good order and discipline, such as: 

● a student attacks a member of staff or another student  

● students are fighting  

● students are, or are about to, damage property  

● students are running in a way that is likely to cause injury  

● a student tries to leave the school 

● where students are going to hurt themselves or others. 
 
Incidents of physical restraint must: 

● Always be used as a last resort 
● Be applied using the minimum amount of force and for the minimum amount of time 

possible  
● Be used in a way that maintains the safety and dignity of all concerned 
● Never be used as a form of punishment 
● Be recorded and reported to parents  

 
See the ‘Use of Reasonable Force and Physical Restraint procedure’ for further information. 
 

10. Confiscation 
Prohibited items at Canbury School include the following: 

● Illegal substances 
● Alcohol 
● Smoking materials, including matches and lighters and E-Cigarettes 
● TippEx and similar products, except in ‘pen’ form 
● Chewing gum 
● Any kind of knife or weapon 

 
Any prohibited items found in students’ possession will be confiscated.  
These items will not be returned to students.  
We will also confiscate any item which is harmful or detrimental to school discipline. These items 
will be returned to students after discussion with senior leaders and parents, if appropriate. 
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Canbury school staff can search students with their consent for any item. If a student does not give 
consent, the headteacher, or a member of staff authorised by the Head, can carry out a search for 
prohibited items (as listed above) where there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that a student is 
in possession of a prohibited item. 
 
The member of staff must be the same sex as the student, and another member of staff should act 
as a witness. 
 
If staff discover youth produced sexual imagery/sexting has occured in the process of confiscation. 
They must: 

● Never view, copy, print, share, store or save the imagery, or ask a student to share or 
download it. If you have already viewed the images or video by accident, you must report 
this to the DSL/ local police for advice and to explain the circumstances 

● Not delete the image or video or ask the student to delete it. 
 
Searching and screening students is conducted in line with the DfE’s latest guidance on searching, 
screening and confiscation 
 
See Canbury School’s ‘Searching And Confiscation Procedure” for further information. 
 

11. Reasonable adjustments for students with SEND 
The school recognises its legal duty under the Equality Act 2010 to prevent students with a protected 
characteristic from being at a disadvantage. Consequently, our approach to challenging behaviour may 
be differentiated to cater to the needs of the student. Staff must reflect, evaluate their own practice 
and seek supervision (SLT and/or the Behaviour Specialist) when working with students who have 
SEND and/or working with students who display behaviours that challenge.  
 
The School’s special educational needs co-ordinator, Deputy Head Pastoral and/or Behaviour 
Specialist will evaluate a student who exhibits challenging behaviour to determine whether they have 
any underlying needs that are not currently being met.  
 
Where necessary, support and advice will also be sought from the Mental Health Lead, educational 
psychologists, medical practitioners, Child Services and/or others, to identify or support specific 
needs. 
 
When acute needs are identified in a student, we will liaise with external agencies and plan support 
programmes for that child via the development of a Positive Behaviour Support Plan. We will work 
with parents, students and staff to create this plan and review it on a regular basis. See Appendix 5 for 
an example of this document.  
 

12. Student transition 
To ensure a smooth transition to the next year, students have transition sessions with their new 
teachers. In addition, the special educational needs co-ordinator and/or other members of SLT may 
hold transition meetings.  
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
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To ensure behaviour is continually monitored, and the right support is in place, information related 
to student behaviour issues may be transferred to relevant staff at the start of year during INSET (if 
student is joining in September), via email or staff meeting (if student is joining mid-year) and also 
discussed frequently during staff meetings. Information on behaviour issues may also be shared with 
new settings for those students transferring to other schools. 
 

13. Training 
Our staff are provided with training on managing behaviour, as part of the rolling programme of 
continuing professional development delivered throughout the school year. 
 
A staff training log that identifies key learning opportunities linked to behaviour can be found in 
Appendix 6. 
 

14. Suspensions and Exclusions  
The Headteacher may suspend or exclude a student for the good of the student or the school. 
However, it is expected that the Chairman of Governors would be informed. The decision on 
exclusion is The Head’s. 
 
Verbal and written warnings would be given and ongoing discussion would always occur before such 
drastic action was taken unless it was a case of a single unacceptable action by the student.  Even in 
such a case, the School having found that the student is liable to be excluded, discussion with would 
always take place before a final decision was taken.   
 
For example, a student may be excluded from Canbury: 
 

o If the student continues to break School rules (The Canbury Code) after warnings and 
previous punishments; 

o If the student is not prepared to accept School sanctions such as detentions; 
o If the student brings into the School (or takes at School) illegal drugs, tobacco, E-

cigarettes, Vaping, CBD fluid/essence or alcohol; 
o If the student is a danger to other students or staff, including physical assault or 

threatening behaviour; 
o If the student personally disrupts lessons so that other students cannot learn; 
o If the student is a bad influence on other students; 
o If the student is grossly rude to member of staff or other employees of the School; 
o If all relevant facts are not disclosed on entry to the School; 
o If the student does not adhere to the anti-bullying policy including cyber-bullying; 
o For theft, sexual harassment, racist abuse, religious abuse, gender abuse, disability 

abuse, sexual misconduct and damage to property. 
o If a student has been found to have committed a criminal offence in or outside school 

or found to have behaved in a manner that tends to bring the School into disrepute. 
 

This list of examples is not exhaustive. 

If parents, after consultation, still disagree with the decision to exclude the student they should write 
to: 
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    The Chair of the Governors’ 
    Canbury School 
    Kingston Hill 
    Kingston upon Thames 
    Surrey 
    KT2 7LN 

The Appeals Committee of Governors would be convened to hear their concerns.  The student and 
his/her parents/guardians may, if they wish, be accompanied to the hearing by one “friend”.  The 
Committee would either confirm the decision on exclusion or reinstate the student having suggested 
alternative sanctions.  The Committee’s decision would be final. 

15. Monitoring arrangements 
This behaviour policy will be reviewed by the headteacher and full governing board every year. At 
each review, the final policy will be approved by the headteacher. 
 

16. Links with other policies 
This behaviour policy is linked to the following policies: 
7. Exclusions policy 
8. Child Safeguarding policy 
9. Use of Reasonable Force and Physical Restraint procedure 
10. Anti-bullying Policy 
11. Searching and confiscation procedure 
12. Student ICT Acceptable Use Procedure 
13. Student Mental Health & Wellbeing Procedures 
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Appendix 1: Written statement of behaviour principles 
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Appendix 2: ABC data log example 
 
 

ABC ANALYSIS  
 

Please note the details on the PROBLEM BEHAVIOUR XXX is displaying during lessons.  
For example: 

1. Sobbing/Crying - 2. Saying things such as ‘I hate it’ “I’m useless’  
 

DAY 
/DATE 

LESSON/ 
CONTEXT ANTECEDENTS BEHAVIOUR CONSEQUENCES 

POSSIBLE 
FUNCTION OF THE 
BEHAVIOUR 

  

What happened 
BEFORE? What people 
did or said BEFORE the 
behaviour? What was the 

task? 

What XXX  do? 
What happened AFTER the behaviour?  
What did staff AND XXX  say and do? 

 
What did XXX get from the behaviour  
 What has XXX achieved for himself? 

Social attention, Access to tangible 
items or preferred activities, Escape or 
avoidance of demands and activities, 

and sensory 

      

      

      
 
FYI: Description of student’s behaviour (adaptive or maladaptive) should be measurable, this is defined 
explicitly in observable terms (Example: hitting the table with closed fist; looking through the window.  Non-
example: tantrum, being upset, being distracted).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 3: Detention guidelines 
Short Detention 
• A detention of 15 minutes after school or at lunchtime can be given by any member of staff  
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• The detention normally runs on the day of the offence, unless this presents an insurmountable 
problem, in which case it must take place on the following day 

• After school short detention runs from 3.35 – 3.50 p.m. and no parental notification needs to be 
given 

• Staff who set the detention should also supervise it 
• During the detention the reason for it should be discussed with the student and a constructive 

discussion about the behaviour shown should be had 
• Once the above discussion has been had, detainees may be asked to clean desks, recover rubbish or 

any other similar tasks 
 
One Hour Detentions 

• A detention of one hour is given for any serious breach of the school code of conduct  
• It can take place after school 3.35 – 4.35 p.m. supervised by SLT who should be informed of 

the detention and the task/work to be completed 
• A standard letter is produced as an email attachment by reception and sent home - it should 

provide details of the behaviour shown and should specify the date of the detention 
• Work must be set by the member of staff involved and should NOT be homework, unless the 

detention is caused by an academic problem.   
• Again during the detention period the reason for it will be discussed with the student and a 

constructive discussion about the behaviour shown should be had. 
 
Any detention given must be noted on RMIntergris.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 4: PBS Diagrams 
PBS Diagram https://behaviourhelp.com/positive-behaviour-support/ 
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Implementing PBS strategies in your classroom Diagram 
https://www.monash.edu/education/teachspace/articles/five-ways-to-use-positive-behaviour-support-strategies-in-
your-classroom 

 
 
 

Appendix 5: Positive Behaviour Support Plan example 
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Appendix 6: Staff Training Log 
● New Perspectives on Behaviour and Antecedent Strategies - PC - May 2022 
● Positive Behaviour Support - PR and PC - January 2022 
● Growth Mindset - PC September 2021 
● Understanding Behaviour - PC - April 2021 
● Diversity and equalities training - PR - January 2021 
● Autism Support - PC - 2019 
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